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Abstract

There are times when Computer Graphics is required to be succinct and simple. Carefully chosen simplified and
static images can portray a narration of a story as effectively as 3D photo-realistic dynamic graphics. In this paper we
present an automatic system which transforms dynamic graphics originating from real 3D virtual-world interactions
into a sequence of comics images. The system traces events during the interaction and then analyzes and breaks them
into scenes. Based on user defined parameters of point-of-view and story granularity it chooses specific time-frames
to create static images, renders them, and applies post-processing to reduce their cluttering. The system utilizes the
same principle of intelligent reduction of details in both temporal and spatial domains for choosing important events
and depicting them visually. The end result is a sequence of comics images which summarize the main happenings
and present them in a coherent but concise manner.

Keywords: Information Visualization, Non-Photorealistic Rendering, Comics, Succinct Graphics.



1 Introduction

One of the major ongoing efforts in computer graphics is
striving for more elaborate, more complex and more re-
alistic visual displays. This includes striving for higher
rendering quality and for higher frame rates. Neverthe-
less, there are times when more succinct use of graphics
is required. For example, when there is no time to watch a
whole movie, or a whole game; when it is too expensive to
transfer or store elaborate graphic data, or when the target
display device is crude or even static. In such situations,
the graphic complexity must be reduced both in terms of
quantity and in terms of quality, both temporally and spa-
tially. Nevertheless, the need to carry a message or deliver
information calls for intelligent techniques of reduction
where significant information is preserved and unimpor-
tant data is dismissed. This paper investigates this type of
graphics reduction, presenting a system for automatic cre-
ation of comics from a full scenario 3D virtual game. In
this scenario comic strips can be a useful medium for sav-
ing experiences or sharing adventures with others, similar
to photo albums or stories of real world activities.

Storyboards and scripts use comic-like frames to nar-
rate a story. Inversely, such displays can be created to
summarize the main events in a film, a video or a virtual
world interaction [6]. Viewing comics asjuxtaposed pic-
torial and other images in deliberate sequence[30] cov-
ers not only art and entertainment, but other possible ap-
plications as well. For instance, in medical or scientific
visualization juxtaposition can be used to compare or il-
lustrate data. In education and training visual juxtaposi-
tion can be used for explanation of structures, assemblies
or other processes [13, 4, 1]. In graphics, comics-like
metaphors can be used to represent interaction histories
for editing operations in [26], and for programming by
example in [28], and to convey a synopsis of movement
in a video sequence [5]. In fact, Tufte’s “small multiples”
idiom used for envisioning any kind of information [37]
can be interpreted as juxtaposed pictorial elements.

Our goal is to create a sequence of comics images
which summarize the main happenings in a virtual world
environment, and presents them in a coherent, concise and
visually pleasing manner. An overview of our system can
be seen in Figure 1. We start by obtaining a log of events
which is based on the interactions of the players inside
a 3D virtual world. While users interact with the game

or move through the virtual world, alogger captures the
events and stores them in a log file (Section 4). This log is
analyzed and processed based on parameters given by the
user, such as point-of-view and interests. Consequently,
it is cut into logical units or ‘scenes’ by thescenerusing
a model for character interactions. Next, specific scenes
and events are chosen according to the user definition of
interest (Section 5). These scenes are transformed into a
series of comics strips by choosing time-frames and cam-
era positions by thedirector (Section 6). New images are
created by therendererwhich is responsible for the style
and abstraction of the images (Section 7), and for arrang-
ing their page layout (Section 8). This transformation cre-
ates a moresuccinctrepresentation of the original graph-
ics by a reducing the complexity of both the temporal and
the spatial domains. Hence, the challenge is twofold:

1. In the temporal domain the challenge is to automat-
ically detect and choose the most important or most
interesting events in the interaction. The definition
of interest depends on the point-of-view specified by
the viewer.

2. In the spatial domain the challenge is to depict these
events with one or more images that will convey
their meaning faithfully. This includes choosing the
points in time to portray an event, selecting camera
parameters to create descriptive images, choosing a
rendering style and arranging their layout to convey
the storyline.

Traditionally in comics, selecting or producing image
and text that communicate the right message is the work
of an artist. Indeed, we are still far from an artist’s capa-
bility and expressiveness. However, this work goes one
step towards this goal by presenting a system which is ca-
pable of extracting a sequence of important events from a
continuous temporal storyline, and converting them into a
graphical representation automatically. The main contri-
bution of this work is the creation of an automatic end-to-
end system which transforms interactions in 3D graphics
into a succinct representation depicted by comics. The
system is based on principles of comics theory and is ca-
pable of producing different comics sequences based on
different semantic parameters provided by the user such
as point-of-view and the level-of-details using the same
reduction principle in both the temporal and the spatial
domains.
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Figure 1: An overview of the process of transforming 3D graphic interaction into comics.

2 Related Work

Automatic comics creation has been successfully utilized
to portray chat sessions in “comic-chat” [27]. Comic-
chat converts text conversations to 2D comics frames by
choosing iconic 2D figures with several pre-defined pos-
tures as representatives for the participants in the chat.
Next, the text of the conversation is displayed inside bal-
loons which are connected to the figures. As the main pur-
pose of comic-chat is to portray a textual chat, the textual
balloon positioning presented is more elaborate than the
simple one we use. However, comic-chat is inherently 2D
in nature, while our system deals with the conversion of
3D worlds interaction to images, including extraction of a
story-line, positioning of camera, and layout of frames.

Automatic creation of comics is also closely related to
automatic creation of animations or movies [24, 21, 2, 19,
16]. In both cases, a series of given events must be decom-
posed into scenes and a visual display must be created.
In fact, the general outline of our system follows that of
similar systems for movie creation by first segmenting the
events into scenes, then selecting specific scenes or scene
parts, and then transforming each one into a visual depic-
tion. Moreover, some cinematographic rules must be fol-
lowed also in comics sequences. For example, the 180◦

camera line rule applies also for comics images. In fact, a
discussion of a similar framework as ours for the creation
of a summary of computer games using video and pos-
sibly also static images can be found in [19]. Neverthe-
less, as a work in progress the results shown were limited,
and were not oriented towards the creation of comics. Al-
though video summarization [6, 20, 14] is also related to
our work, most of the research in video has a somewhat
different focus, which is image analysis and understand-

ing. Our input comes from a 3D virtual world and its
different nature includes more elaborate semantic infor-
mation.

Two previous approaches have been suggested for the
preservation of cinematographic constraints in movie cre-
ation. One is based on rule-based constraint satisfac-
tion [15] and the other uses idioms which are stereotyp-
ical ways to capture some specific actions as a series of
shots [10]. Our approach for transforming events into
comics follows the latter, but extends the notion of idioms
to the creation of different types of comics frame transi-
tions based on comics principles. The language of comics
is different from the language of cinematography. On the
one hand it seems simpler since only static images are cre-
ated. On the other hand, the choices are more critical as
they must convey movements or actions using static im-
ages, which more difficult. Furthermore, the general ap-
proach of automatic movie creation is inherently photo-
realistic. In contrast, we follow the same path of detail-
reduction and abstraction in rendering as in the temporal
story extraction. Since we do not have full geometric in-
formation for rendering, we create non photo-realistic im-
ages by applying post-processing stylization on the ren-
dered images with the intension of enhancing important
details and reducing cluttering.

Analyzing a log of events is directly connected to story
understanding which has been studied from early days of
artificial intelligence [8, 35], and is still an active research
area [34, 31]. The more thorough the understanding of the
story, the better the selection of interesting and important
events will be. Nevertheless, our approach does not de-
pend on deep story understanding [32]. Instead, we use a
model of the interactions between entities or characters in
the world to recognize scenes and choose events.
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Transformations of a virtual environment or games in-
teractions to a static visualization were presented in [9]
to trace user behavior, and in [23] to create an enhanced
spectator view. However, these works mostly deal with
global views of the happenings in the environment (e.g.
top view) and the goal of visualization is not to convey
a narrative, but rather some global characteristics of the
events. Another fine example of this type of transforma-
tion can be found in [33], where a system for rendering
dynamic VR events using symbols from visual arts is pre-
sented. These types of depictions can be utilized for con-
verting specific events to comics, while our work deals
more in the global extraction of a narrative storyline and
its depiction.

Non-photo-realistic rendering (NPR) is an active field
of research in computer graphics [18]. A major trend
in NPR is targeted towards the definition of stylized fil-
ters to achieve certain painting or sketching effects. In
our work, we do not concentrate on artistic stylization but
try and follow technique for reduction in details in order
to enhance the essence of the image ([22] used the term
minimal-graphics). A similar abstraction approach is pre-
sented in [12], using a perceptual model of eye move-
ments. We use the previous semantic knowledge from
the virtual world and story extraction to distinguish fore-
ground from background, main subject from superfluous
details etc. Our stylization is based on two techniques
from image processing: edge detection and clustering.
For edge detection and enhancement we use anisotropic
Laplacian operator [36], while the clustering and filtering
are based on the k-means [29] and mean-shift [11] algo-
rithms.

3 The Language of Comics

Comics carry a somewhat childish reputation, the images
in comics are often deliberately simplified and non photo-
realistic. Still, comics are capable of invoking strong and
emotional reactions, create identification and convey a
story in an effective and appealing manner. In fact, the
use of symbolism and abstraction in comics can promote
identification since realistic images resemble specific peo-
ple or places whereas symbolic figures can represent any-
one or anywhere. For these reasons we can leverage from
comics narrative to create effective and appealing succinct

Figure 2: A schematic view of the visual conversion pro-
cess from log to comics frames, and the places where dif-
ferent types of comics transitions are used.

graphical depictions.
One of the primary principles of comics is the trans-

lation of time into space. Comics frames are inherently
static, but they display dynamic information. The princi-
ple of depicting dynamic events using a sequence of still
images is basic and natural to human perception. Still,
when considering how to create a sequence of still images
to convey dynamic events, comics presents several possi-
ble transitions of time between frames [30]:

1. Moment-to-moment: breaks the action or motion
into images based on time intervals. The results may
look like a sequence of frames from a movie.

2. Action-to-action: breaks the action or motion into
images based on the type or essence of the action.
This transition is mostly used in comics.

3. Subject-to-subject: images switch from one action
to another or from one character to another, but still
remain within the same scene.

4. Scene-to-scene:consecutive images leap in time or
space, usually signifying a change of scene.

Another leading principle in comics is the use of visual
icons. The meaning of icon here is taken in its general
sense as any image used to represent a person, place, thing
or idea (see e.g. Figure 1). The use of abstract icons as
opposed to realism focuses our attention through simpli-
fication, by eliminating superfluous features and creates
higher identification and involvement.

We use these two principles to create a succinct depic-
tion of 3D interaction. First by transforming a continu-
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ous sequence of events into a discrete set of static images
which portray them (Figure 2), and second by using ab-
straction in the visual depiction instead of realism.

4 Logging Events in a 3D World

Theloggeris responsible for tracing all events in an inter-
action and storing them in a log file. To apply our tech-
niques to real 3D-virtual interaction, the logger must be
incorporated inside the engine of the 3D world. After ex-
amining several options we resolved into using a 3D game
as the basis for the 3D interaction input. Not many open-
source games allow modifications to the core engine (and
it seems that this situation is not going to change anytime
soon [17]). For our experiments we use Doom [38], a sim-
ple 3D shooting game. Although we use the multi-player
version of the game, the possible events and interactions
in such a game are somewhat limited. Nevertheless, we
have designed our system in a modular fashion and new
types of events and interactions can easily be defined, rec-
ognized and supported for any type of virtual interaction.

Each entity in the virtual world includes a set of at-
tributes defining its state. These include its position, its
possessions (e.g. tools or weapons), and sometimes a set
of measures such as hunger, vitality or strength. Fur-
thermore, the state of an entity includes its current action
from a set of predefined possible actions such as walking,
shooting, watching, picking etc. Aneventin the virtual
world is defined as any change in the state of any entity
in the world. This means either the entity has changed its
position, its action, or some of its attribute has changed
(getting hungry or tired). Usually events are created as a
result of an action carried out by characters such as shoot-
ing, picking up an object, sitting down, opening a door
etc.

Since many events can happen simultaneously, we
measure the change-of-state of theworld at some atomic
time-unit called atick. The log stores for each tick a set
of events defining all changes that occurred to all enti-
ties between the previous and the current tick. All related
parameters of each event such as the entity identifier, its
position, and the action type are stored in the log. The
log also holds all the initial information regarding the ge-
ometry and entities of the world at time (tick) 0. Thus, at
any tick t, the state of the world can be reconstructed by

accumulating the events information from tick 0 to tickt.
When the difference between ticks is small, the granular-
ity of events is finer, and when it is large, the granularity
is coarser and some events may even be missed. To pre-
serve all important events and still prevent the log from
exploding we use adaptive tick differences along with a
filtering scheme. When concentrating on the story of spe-
cific characters, we store only events related to these char-
acters. This means that a new tick is created and data is
stored in the log, when, and only when, there is a change
of state of one of these characters. To keep track of posi-
tional information of the characters we also add uniform
ticks with only positional information every second or so.

5 Recognizing Scenes: The iHood
Model

Many narrational forms such as theater and motion pic-
tures decompose a story into a sequence of scenes. Hence,
one of the first steps in transforming a log of events into
a coherent story is to separate it into scenes. This is done
by the scener. However, the notion of a scene is diffi-
cult to define precisely. In general, a set of related ac-
tions or events that occur in one place at one time can
be composed into a scene. Hence, the two main parame-
ters defining a scene are usually time and space, and we
can separate the events according to their location and
time. Nevertheless, there may be many unrelated events
occurring simultaneously at the same location, when only
some of them are relevant to a specific story. Similarly,
some events may occur in different locations but belong
to the same scene (such as a car chasing scene). A simple
scheme of separating events in time and space would not
be sufficient, and some level of understanding and classi-
fication should be performed.

Separating events into scenes also depends on the
point-of-view. Before transforming a sequence of events
into a story there is a need to select a point-of-view or
a narrator. Story understanding is a complex problem,
hence, we use a simpler scheme of modeling interest or
importance of events. We model theinteractionsbetween
entities in the virtual world in order to recognize scenes.
We analyze interactions, which involve two entities, in-
stead of examining events, which are actions of a single
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Figure 3: Two example of interaction neighborhoods
(iHoods) of two entities the orange and the blue. The im-
age shows a top view of a 3D game environments where
each entity is represented by a circle. Entities are part
of an iHood of another entity either if they are within its
vicinity (large orange or blue circles) or if they interact
with it (dotted lines).

entity. Furthermore, the interaction importance is factored
by the importance of the entities and actions, enabling the
creation of a bias toward a specific point-of-view or a spe-
cific type of event.

An interactionis defined as a relation between two enti-
ties in the world, for example ‘see’, ‘shoot’, ‘pick’, ‘hold’
can be interactions, but also spatial proximity can be de-
fined as a feeble type of interaction. LetE be the set of
all entities in the world,F the set of all possible interac-
tions, andN the natural numbers (representing ticks). An
interactionR is a functionR : N×F ×E×E →{0,1}. If
two entitiese1 ande2 interact at tickt in an event of type
f thenR(t, f ,e1,e2) = 1, else it is 0.

An interaction-neighborhoodor iHood for short, of en-
tity e is the set of all active interactions at tickt of entity
ewith any other entity in the world:

I(e, t) = {R|∃e′ ∈ E,∃ f ∈ F,R(t, f ,e,e′) = 1}

Each entitye in the virtual world owns an iHood, which
lists all entities it is currently interacting with, and in what
manner. These iHoods are updated each tick using two
procedures. The first is by continuously simulating all
events of the log to find events that involve the entitye.
The second is by examining the vicinity of entitye for the
entrance or departure of other entities. The vicinity of an

entity is a sphereScentered at the entity position and with
a given radiusr (see Figure 3).

For each interaction typef ∈ F we define a weight
wf which is a real value number configured by the user.
The weights denote the importance of these interactions
in a specific story, e.g. from a specific point-of-view.
Hence, different choices of weights for different interac-
tions eventually govern if an action will appear in a story
or not.

At any tick t we define thelevel of interactionof an
entityeas:

l(e, t) = ∑
e′∈E

∑
f∈F

wf R(t, f ,e,e′) = ∑
R(t, f ,e,e′)∈I(e,t)

wf

For a specific entityewe can graphl(e, t) as a function
of the tick t (see Figure 4a). We find that the level of in-
teraction has several peaks and valleys during the course
of interaction. Furthermore, we can change the shape of
this function by changing the weights of specific interac-
tion types. Our key assumption is that high level of in-
teraction reflects significance in the story and vice verse.
Hence, we would want to include the events around the
peaks ofl(e, t) in any story involving entitye, and skip
the events whenl(e, t) is low. This can be done using a
simple threshold over the value ofl(e, t). Nevertheless,
this simple scheme does not create a good partitioning of
the story into scenes and is sensitive to local fluctuations
in l(e, t). The interaction levell(e, t) is an indication only
for one of the arguments defining a scene - the time of
the events. There is a need to augment it with the second
argument - the location of the events.

We define a second, change-of-location functions(e, t)
which is 0 almost always apart from a finite number of
timesk where it is defined as a uniform spike with max-
imum heightck > 0. s(e, t) is similar to a series ofk ap-
proximated delta functions. The times whens(e, t) 6= 0
are the times the entityehas moved from one physical lo-
cation to another and the constantck depends on the type
of location change. This information can either be found
in the log file or extracted from the entities position and
actions. For instance, moving from one room to another
and exiting or entering a building is signified by opening a
door or using a portal, going up or down stairs or elevators
is signified by the change inzcoordinate etc. We subtract
the change-of-location function from the interaction-level
function, l(e, t)− s(e, t), since the separation of scenes
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should occur when two arguments hold. First, the inter-
actions are low, and second, there was a change of loca-
tion. However, we also smooth the result using a Gaussian
with local support to gain an ease-in and ease-out effect in
scenes and events:

h(e, t) = G(t)∗ (l(e, t)−s(e, t))

h(e, t) is a smoother version ofl(e, t) which also incor-
porates the change of location information (Figure 4b).
We now useh(e, t) to segment the log of events into
scenes. The beginning of a scene is signified by a tran-
sition from a period of lowh(e, t) to a period of high

h(e, t) i.e. ∂h(e,t)
∂ t > 0, and conversely an end of scene is

signified byh(e, t) going down, i.e.∂h(e,t)
∂ t < 0. Inside

each scene, we still recognize interesting events by times
when a smoothed version ofl(e, t) > T for some thresh-
old T (Figure 4c). Aninteresting-scenewould be one that
has at least one interesting event. Non-interesting scenes,
such as periods when the character is waiting, will not be
shown since no interesting interaction has happened to the
character, and hencel(e, t) would be low all through this
scene.

Choosing a specific character as the main character and
using this mechanism will result in a specific segmen-
tation of the log into scenes from the point-of-view of
this character. Changing the main character will create
a different segmentation and a different story. Hence, this
mechanism is a type of parametric temporal detail reduc-
tion, which is capable of emphasizing important infor-
mation and removing insignificant data depending on the
specific point-of-view. Furthermore, choosing different
thresholds for defining interesting scenes and events, re-
sults in different level of details in the story. The lower
the threshold the finer the granularity of the events in the
story (see Section 9).

6 Converting to Visual Depiction

Once the interesting scenes have been selected from the
log file, there is a need to convert them into visual dis-
play. This is the main responsibility of thedirector. Cur-
rently, the director examines each scene independently,
although inter-scene relations are certainly of importance
and might be used in the future, for example, to change the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) An example of the interaction levell(e, t)
over time of the sequence shown in Figure 13. (b) The
smoother versionh(e, t) which includes also the change
in location, and the scene partitioning based on it. Note,
that scene 3 could have been separated to two scenes us-
ing a slightly higher threshold. (c) Choosing interesting
scenes and events is based on a threshold on the smoothed
l(e, t). Note that scenes 4 and 5 would be cut-out since no
interesting event occurred inside them.
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order of scenes. Our goal is to transform each scene into
a sequence of images which depict its main happenings
visually (Figure 2). This transformation includes three
major steps:

1. Choosing the specific events within the scene that
should be portrayed.

2. Using one of the possible comics temporal transi-
tions of frames (Section 3) to portray the events.

3. Choosing the camera parameters for each specific
frame image: position, direction, zoom, etc.

Each scene is opened with one change-of-scene frame
which represents the scene-to-scene transition and creates
continuity in the storyline. This frame is usually a wide
angle image of the scene which gives the exposition of
the scene. Next, the main events in the scene are recog-
nized using a threshold on a smoothed version ofl(e, t)
within the scene (Figure 4c). If more than one event is
recognized in a scene, a subject-to-subject transition must
be used. Nevertheless, by depicting each event separately,
a subject-to-subject transition will emerge implicitly be-
tween the frames of the different events (Figure 5).

Each specific event can be displayed using moment-
to-moment transition or action-to-action. Moment-to-
moment transition is simple to create as the event is shown
with k frames of equal intervals in time. Nevertheless, it is
rarely used in comics, and when it is, it is mainly to stress
very important actions or to build tension by prolonging
the perception of time (Figure 5(d)). A more appropriate
and useful type of transition is the action-to-action transi-
tion. This transition depicts an event using fewer frames
presenting significant movements in the event. Although
even the same action performed by the same entity on dif-
ferent occasions may differ in the choice of significant
frames, in most cases the frames depend on the type of ac-
tion and its interval in time. Therefore, to depict an event
using an action-to-action transition of frames we use pre-
defined idioms depending on the type of event.

In general, anidiom is a mapping between a specific
pattern of events in the scene to a specific sequence of
time-frames. We can use the same idiom for different
types of events, or, depending on the state of entities,
choose different idioms to depict the same event. For in-
stance, for a shooting sequence the director uses an idiom

(a) A shooting sequence of the green player is depicted using an
idiom composed of two action-to-action transitions and one subject-
to-subject.

(b) The view of the snapshots from (a) as seen in the game, without
using our system cameras.

(c) The same type of idiom depicting a similar event from the blue
player’s story, only this time the player is getting hit.

(d) An example of a moment-to-moment transition, which is not used
in practice.

Figure 5: The shooting sequences idiom is composed of
two sets of action-to-action transitions: one for the shoot-
ing entity and one for the target entity. This implicitly cre-
ates a subject-to-subject transition between the two sets.

Idiom Depiction

Change of Scene Wide shot
Shooting Two action-to-action shots
Conversation Interchanging shots
Peak Interaction Wide shot
Object Picking Long shot
Shielded Interaction First person POV shots

Figure 6: Examples of idioms used to depict interactions.
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Figure 7: Tracking the idiom origin of the frames of Fig-
ure 13.

which displays two frames in an action-to-action transi-
tion manner: one just before the peak of the action (the
peak in l(e, t)) and one a little after the outcome (see
frames 5-8 in Figure 13 and Figure 5 (a) and (c)). A single
peak inl(e, t) containing interactions with many entities,
is depicted by an idiom of a single wide-shot frame. How-
ever, when a player is shielded it is important to stress
its personal point-of-view and the director uses an idiom
which defines a first-person point of view shots (frames
12,16 in Figure 13).

Idioms can also define higher level mappings between
otherwise individual events. In a conversation scene many
single events of interactions are replaced by one pro-
longed idiom which later enables the insertion of text-
balloons (frames 2-3, 18-20 in Figure 13 and Figure 11).
Figure 7 explains the origin of each frame of the comics
example of Figure 13. The table in Figure 6 lists the pri-
mary idioms used for Doom comics. Although in this
specific game, the types of interactions are limited, the id-
iom mechanism is versatile and easily extendible to other
fields including other types of interactions.

7 Rendering: Visual Abstractions

As a result of the director’s process, the story of a specific
player or entity in the virtual world is portrayed using dis-
crete points in time defined by idioms or when interaction
level is high. However, there is still a need to convert the
3D scene at these points in times into 2D images. This is
done by therenderer, which is responsible for positioning
the camera and choosing its parameters (Figure 8). The
idioms used by the director define high level directives.
This includes the main entity in the scene, or a point in
space at the center of the scene, and a list of secondary
entities, that should be portrayed if possible. It can also
include hints regarding the desired type of shot: close-up,
medium, long, or wide shot. These directives are trans-
lated by the renderer to explicit camera parameters. For
example, a central point or entity is translated into a di-
rection and the type of shot to a distance from the object.

Numerous works have addressed the problem of posi-
tioning a camera in a virtual environment under various
constraints [3, 25, 7]. Nevertheless, most of them con-
centrate on dynamic shots and rely on cinematographic
idioms. We use a simpler scheme to create the static shots
for our comics. Using the center point of the scene we
create a circle whose radius is defined by the type of de-
sired shot (wide, long, medium or close-up). A number of
camera positions are sampled around the circle uniformly
and shots are taken from these positions. If there is an ob-
stacle such as a wall or a pillar between the camera and the
center, then the camera is advanced towards the center un-
til the center is visible. Using the 180◦ rule between shots
eliminates some of the images. The remaining images are
weighted first based on the visibility of the primary entity
and then on the visibility of the secondary entities. This
is done by measuring the percent of the space the entity
occupies in the resulting image. The image with highest
visibility is chosen for the comics (see Figure 9).

To create the shading of the comics images, we follows
the same principle of reduction in details as in the tempo-
ral selection. There are two options for achieving a cer-
tain style while rendering 3D graphics. The first is to use
a specific shading style during rendering, and the second
is to apply post-processing to the images. There are sev-
eral 3D rendering engines and techniques which give the
objects a cartoon-like form. Unfortunately in our case, the
game engine supports only the original dark-mood type of
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Figure 8: A plot of the full path of the green player dur-
ing the interaction. At different points in time and space,
and based on the interaction level and idioms, the direc-
tor chooses a snapshot. In this example, the granularity is
high and many shots were taken. The renderer is responsi-
ble for positioning the cameras (green pyramids) to shoot
the comics frames. Some examples of images taken from
different cameras are shown closer-up at the top. Some
cameras take two shots from the same position, for exam-
ple, to create an action-to-action transition.

Figure 9: For each specific point in time 18 camera posi-
tions are sampled around the event’s central point (only 9
are shown). In this top view of the scene, this point is be-
tween the two main entities - the blue player and a yellow
monster. The best image in terms of visibility (in this case
the lower right image) is chosen for the comics.

shading of Doom. Furthermore, the game itself has very
low quality graphics and is based primarily on sprites and
textures. Instead of full 3D data, we can acquire only fixed
resolution 212D images from the game. Therefore, we first
acquire the image in the original style. Next, we use the
game to render only foreground and only background im-
ages to be used as masks.

Using these extracted images, we stylize the resulting
image in post processing. Our goal for the visual end-
results is to create the look-and-feel of comics, reduce the
cluttering of the original images, and enhance the main
characters and events in the images. Several image pro-
cessing techniques are combined to achieve the desired re-
sults. Color clustering based on mean-shift is used for the
background and k-means clustering for the foreground.
Edge enhancement is achieved by applying an anisotropic
Laplacian kernel on the image creating stroke-like edges.
Combining all these together creates the resulting images
(Figure 10).

The renderer is also responsible for creating text bal-
loons when a conversation takes place in the log. Cur-
rently, the idiom used for conversation is a simple alterna-
tion of images in front view of the speakers. Depending
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Figure 10: The 212D image data extracted from the game
engine and the different image processing techniques used
to create the image stylization for our comics. There are
two different styles, one is cartoon-like and one enhances
the entities in the foreground by removing all color from
the background.

on the length of each image text, the renderer chooses the
size of the balloon, and positions it to the left or right of
the head, alternating between the speakers. The position
takes into account the foreground mask of the speaker, the
masks of other entities and the borders of the image. If the
text does not fit into one balloon, it is distributed into sev-
eral consecutive equivalent images (Figure 11).

8 Comics Layout

The last stage in the comics creation is the page-layout.
After rendering and stylization, all images are in the same
size and can be displayed consecutively similar to the lay-
out of Figure 11. Nevertheless, many comics pages do not
use a sequence of uniform images, but present variations
in the size, aspect ratio and positioning of the images to
create effects such as stressing or prolonging. Imitating
the full skills of a comics artist remains a desire. Still,
we devise a layout algorithm for images that breaks the
symmetry to create the look-and-feel of comics.

To simplify the problem, we constrain all rows in our
page to the same height. This is often the case in many
real comics sequences. Therefore, our layout algorithm
becomes a one dimensional problem of choosing the hor-

izontal length of images in each row. Next, we classify the
images to four basic classes: B (big), S (small), F (fixed),
N (neutral). The classification is based on their semantics,
e.g. based on the idiom or event they portray. Peak inter-
action images and change of scene images are classified
as B, e.g. those that can be expanded horizontally. Images
from an action-to-action pair or first person point-of-view
shots are classified as S, e.g. they can be condensed. Im-
ages that include text balloons are classified as F to protect
the balloons layout. All other images are defined as N an
can be expanded or condensed.

The layout process receives as input the length of the
row in the comics. We always choose a whole multiple of
the length of a regular image (usually k=4) as the length
of a row. The layout proceeds in a greedy manner by fit-
ting sets of up-to k images, one row at a time, beginning
from the first image until the last. At the beginning of
each row it examines the next k images. If this set does
not include any B-type image, then k images are put in the
row with a fixed size (see rows 2,6 in Figure 13). Other-
wise, the first B-type image is put aside as afiller-image.
For all other images, the layout tries to comply with their
constraints based on their types. Every B-type image is
assigned a random expansion ratio between 1.2 and 2.0.
Every S-type image is assigned a random condensing ra-
tio between 0.7 and 1.0. Lastly, the filler-image is ex-
panded to compensate for all other images. If this is not
sufficient, other N-type images are expanded. If no solu-
tion is found, the layout tries another round with different
random values (see rows 4,5 in Figure 13). If after five tri-
als it still fails, it inserts the images in their original sizes
and proceeds to the next row (see first row in Figure 13).
This basic scheme is further enhanced for specific situa-
tions. For instance, when two consecutive B-type images
are found in a row, the first is expanded as usual by a
random ratior1, and the second is expanded inr2 so that
r1 + r2 = 3 (see third row in Figure 13).

Once the expansion and condensing factors are set for a
row of images, the images are pruned at the fringes either
horizontally (mostly for expansion) or vertically (mostly
for condensing) to achieve the right aspect ratio. Pruning
is done in a symmetric manner from the top and bottom,
or left and right, respectively with as little damage to the
foreground mask as possible.
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Figure 11: An example of the output of the layout algorithm for placing text balloons in our comics. The direction of
the balloons alternate between entities and the text is broken if it exceeds a certain size.

Figure 12: An extract from the green player Comics sequence created in the rendering style stressing the foreground.
A larger portion with the cartoon-style rendering can be seen in Figure 13.
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9 Results

We present results created from the interactions of a two-
player episode of the Doom game. We denote the two
players as the ‘green’ player and the ‘blue’ player. The
original interaction takes 160 seconds and can be seen
from the green player’s point of view in the attached video
(see regularInteraction.avi). All examples were created on
an Intel pentium-4 2.8GHZ 500MB.

The log created from the interaction is 6.3 MB large
in XML format and includes 5574 ticks. The scener first
runs on the log to compose an interaction-script which
includes all the iHoods for all entities. This takes 392
seconds, creating a script size of 683KB. This enables
subsequent calls to the scener to be optimized and take
only a few seconds. Hence, given a specific entity (point-
of-view) and a threshold for scene cutting (granularity),
the scener uses the interaction-script and log to create a
scened-log. This takes 3 seconds for the blue and green
players. The log is larger in size (8.68MB) since it is
now segmented into scenes, and at the start of each scene
it contains a synchronization point for all entities in the
world. Later, this enables each scene to be portrayed inde-
pendently and may be used to change the order of scenes
in the future.

The director uses the level-of-detail threshold and con-
verts the scened-log into a directing-script based on
this threshold. This script includes the high-level di-
rectives used for creating snapshots of the story over
time. In our example it is 60.4KB large. Lastly,
the directing script is used to create the comics im-
ages. We used several different thresholds to cre-
ate several level-of-details of the story for both the
green and the blue players (the reader is referred to
http://www.faculty.idc.ac.il/arik/comics/ to
view the full set of examples).

AssumingE is the number of entities in the world,T
is the number of ticks andV is the number of events,
the most costly stage of the process beside rendering is
the creation and update of the iHood for each entity in
O(T ·E2 ·V). We use the game engine itself to render
the basic images, and extract all the masks for styliza-
tion. Stylization is done by filtering all images in post-
processing. Currently this can take between 90 seconds
in focused-style (black and white background) to 150 sec-
onds in cartoon-style per image. The rendering stylization

process is in fact the major bottleneck since its complexity
is dependent on the number of pixels and not the entities
or timesteps.

In Figures 13 we present part of the results of the green
player story using the coarsest granularity. This means
only highlights of the interaction are shown. Lowering
the threshold will yield more frames automatically as can
be seen in the above mentioned web-site. We used four
different level of details for each of the two players: the
blue and the green players. We also present the comics
result in the second rendering style, and an example can
be seen in Figure 12.

10 Conclusion

This paper describes an end-to-end system for the auto-
matic creation of comics from 3D graphics interaction.
The major challenge met by this system is the transfor-
mation of elaborate and continuous graphic data into a
discrete and succinct representation. In both the tempo-
ral and the visual domains we follow the same principle
of abstraction by reducing details, and focusing on major
events and main characters. The system is built on top
of a real 3D game engine and is able to trace and log the
happenings in a multi-user world, and transform them into
comics automatically.

Doom as an interactive virtual environment has its lim-
itations both in terms of rendering quality and in terms of
plot. Nevertheless, we have built our approach in a gen-
eral and modular fashion. Although our examples come
from Doom game, our approach and solutions are applica-
ble to many other scenarios. These include more complex
games such as Sims or massive multi players, and other
types of interaction applications such as training, educa-
tional or medical. This work suggests that the goal of au-
tomatic extraction and generation of more compact repre-
sentation of graphics while preserving its essence is feasi-
ble. This includes some level of semantic understanding,
reduction of details, and the conversion of continuous 3D
events to 2D images.

There are many possible extensions to this work and
many enhancements need to be addressed. In terms of
story understanding, causality between events should be
utilized to create better scene partitioning and to identify
important events. In terms of directing, more idioms, pos-
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sibly for other applications should be defined and used.
Furthermore, the current system for choosing transitions
based on idioms is almost memoryless. Remembering the
history of frames, idioms and plot, may create a smoother
and more interesting flow in the story.

In terms of rendering and stylization, the use of 3D ren-
dering instead of 2D image post-processing will open-up
new possibilities. More elaborate camera placement and
more interesting shots should be used (extreme angles,
close-ups and more). The use of text in comics must also
be investigated further. Text is often used as a type of nar-
ration. This is a powerful tool to advance the story and fill
gaps in terms of plot and atmosphere. In terms of layout,
algorithms for combining text and images automatically
to create effective displays, and algorithms for automatic
page layout are still in their infancy and should be inves-
tigated further. Lastly, the creation of comics and movies
have much in common. Nevertheless, additional research
is needed for the creation of camera movements and dy-
namic flow of display to support the automatic creation of
high-quality movies as well as better comics.
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